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D029023A YI1D029023A

D029024A YI1D029024A

IHE#P1B25006X05X -

REACH DECLARATION

Regulation 1907/2006 (EC) of European Parliament and of the Council of 18 December 2006, and further implementation,
concerning the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH), establishing a European Chemicals
Agency, amending Directive 1999/45/EC and repealing Council Regulation (EEC) No 793/93 and Commission Regulation (EC) No
1488/94 as well as Council Directive 76/769/EEC and Commission Directives 91/155/EEC, 93/67/EEC, 93/105/EC and
2000/21/EC.

ITALCOPPIE SENSORI S.r.l.

DECLARES THAT LISTED PRODUCTS

ITALCOPPIE SENSORI S.R.L. AVNET EUROPE Presence of 
SVHC noticeCode Code

1.    Are "articles" (as defined in Title I, Chapter 2, Art. 3, Point 3) 

2.     Are conform to restrictions (described at Title VIII) about manufacturing, marketing and use of certain substances, 
mixtures and articles (Annex XVII).

3. Are not generally assembled with components that contain the substances in the Candidate List of European
Chemicals Agency (ECHA) neither the substances listed in Annex XIV (“List of substances subject to authorisation”) in a
whole quantity higher than 1 ton per year or in a concentration upper than 0,1% in weight/weight. (Title II, chapter 1, art.
7, point 1 and 2). 
Only articles that in the table present an entry in column "Presence of SVHC notice", are assembled with one or more
components that may contain a SVHC.

Candidate List table at website: https://echa.europa.eu/candidate-list-table

D029008A -

D029018A YI1D029018A

D029021A/2 YI1D029021A/2

IKE#P3AE2000XXXXX YI1IKE#P3AE2000XXXXX

TRE#P3BE-3--1200A0300AG1 YI1TREP3BE31200A!A

Please note that ITALCOPPIE SENSORI S.r.l, as a downstream user:

- does not produce any substance or mixture and gathers any informations from its Suppliers;

- any measures required by the Regulation are taken with its Suppliers, in order to guarantee the continuity of supply for
customers and safety for operators.

ITALCOPPIE SENSORI S.r.l. guarantees that the above substances are not spontaneously released by the arcticles,
which in normal or reasonably foreseeable conditions of use are not hazardous for people and environment. 

The present declaration is released at best of our knowledge and it is being updated when significative changes or new
informations are present.
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